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New York, NY- (OTC News 2014) -Millennium Energy Corporation. (OTC Pink: MENC) (The 

"Company" or "Millennium") is pleased to announce entry of the Renewable Green Energy 

Sector by entering into an equity exchange and joint venture agreement with Avis Global Energy 

Inc a Global leader in the development of patented Technology for Renewable energy generated 

from waste to energy conversion. 

The Joint Venture and equity exchange agreement entered into on November 25th 2014 and 

completed December 31st 2014 provides for the issue of 100 million shares of Common stock in 

Millennium in exchange for the Joint Venture rights to construct up to 25 Waste to energy sites 

utilizing the patented technology of Avis Global Energy and the acquisition by Millennium of 

25,000,000 ordinary Shares of Avis Global Energy Inc. that is in the process of going public on 

the TSX Venture Exchange via an asset sale with Mineral Hill Industries Ltd. (TSXV Exchange 

MHI:TSV) a Canadian public company that also holds lithium mining leases in Canada. 

About Avis Global Energy Inc. 

Avis Global Energy is an international waste management and waste to energy technology 

Conversion Company with global strategic presence with several processing plants under 

negotiation and development.  

Since inception in 2007, the technology of Avis Global Energy has become recognized as a 

world leader in the patented technology for processing, management and recycling of municipal 

waste using its proprietary Cold Catalytic Biomass Liquefaction Technology ("BML") to offer 

sustainable management of urban waste disposal across the world. Through the use of its BML 

technology, Avis Global Energy is able to convert municipal waste into diesel fuel, electricity 

and water. Avis Global Energy is committed to confronting the challenges presented by global 



population growth and the corresponding increase demand for energy resources by eliminating 

toxic landfill sites and transforming them into clean sources of energy and fuels.  

Avis Global Energy will erect the first of three proposed BML plants in Canada on a site near to 

Hamilton, Ontario, with a 6,000 liter per hour Diesel output. The plant will be erected together 

with a 10 hectare green house which will be powered by bio-energy derived from the conversion 

of waste presently polluting the environment that is converted to fuel. 

Avis Global Energy plants are designed as modular systems and can be extended to a production 

capacity of up to 75,000 liters of diesel per hour, by converting more than 300 trucks standard 

unsorted municipal waste into CO2 neutral high-quality green energy. Avis Energy's projects will 

not only create hundreds of jobs for the respective local communities, where plants are erected 

they also will raise the overall health standards while boosting the local economies. 

Avis Global Energy's worldwide projects include six (6) plants in Europe under development, 

ten (10) plants planned in Africa, four (4) plants in Asiatic countries, one (1) Beta plant at the 

native Indian land in New York State with a capacity to convert Municipal Waste of one (1) 

Million metric tons per year. The worldwide Avis Energy projects will have a estimated capital 

cost of four (4) Billion Euros and will be financially insured with a AA Rated insurance policy as 

each facility will be insured and wrapped by Marsh McLennan in a Global risk insurance 

package, covering the capital cost and business interruption insurance on the revenue streams 

and including a non-performance risk. 

Millennium Energy’s interest in acquiring the shareholding in Avis Global Energy Inc is to enter 

into the Renewable Green Energy business jointly with Avis Global Energy and to develop 

several wastes to energy treatment plants in joint ventures with Avis Global Energy, utilizing the 

unique patented waste to energy technology developed by Avis Global Energy. The first being a 

project in the United Kingdom located in the Southeast of England is to be developed on an 

existing licensed waste disposal site with capacity of 10,000Metric Tons per week. The Avis 

Global Energy waste to energy facility to be developed in the joint venture with Millennium 

Energy Corp will have the capacity to produce up to 7000 MT of diesel every week, the project 

is anticipated to be completed and commence production by the end of 2015.  

See: www.avisglobal.eu 

About Millennium Energy Corporation: 

 Millennium Energy recently announced a joint venture with Westoil LLC, a Russian 

Corporation, on two Oil Exploration Blocks covering 465 sq Kilometers and 85 sq kilometers 

located in the Sakhalin Region, Russian Federation:  

The Vazinski License block's surface area is equal to 465 square kilometers and is licensed 

by Ministry of Natural Resources Russian Federation, Sakhalin Region, Nogliksk District license 

number YUSKH - OII78 -NR granted on December 29, 2010 valid until January 1, 2036. 

http://www.avisglobal.eu/


The Verhoturovski License block's surface area is equal to 85 square kilometers and is 

licensed by Ministry of Natural Resources Russian Federation, Sakhalin Region, Nogliksk 

District, license number YUSKH - OII79 -NR granted on December 2, 2010 valid until January 

1, 2036. 

Safe Harbor 

This release contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning 

of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended and Section 21E of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These statements appear in a number of places in this 

release and include all statements that are not statements of historical fact regarding the intent, 

belief or current expectations of W2 Energy, Inc., its directors or its officers with respect to, 

among other things: (i) financing plans; (ii) trends affecting its financial condition or results of 

operations; (iii) growth strategy and operating strategy. The words "May," "would," "will," 

"expect," "estimate," "can," "believe," "potential" and similar expressions and variations thereof 

are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Investors are cautioned that any such 

forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks and 

uncertainties, many of which are beyond W2 Energy, Inc.'s ability to control, and that actual 

results may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a result of 

various factors. More information about the potential factors that could affect the business and 

financial results is and will be included in W2 Energy, Inc.'s filings with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission. 

 

Contact:  

For further information please contact: 

Millennium Energy Corporation  

2nd Floor, New York NY 10019  

E mail info@millenniumenergy.com 
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